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"With the car showroom off limits, dealers 
are being forced to adapt their selling 
methods. Historically, online car sales 
have been slow to catch on, but the 

current lock down has given online car 
selling fresh impetus."





Interest in diesel fades amongst purchasers



Franchised dealers dominate the car market



More adults plan to buy than not buy in the 
next 3 years



Cost are important when considering an 
electric car





Online car buying solutions to circumnavigate 
COVID-19 lock down restrictions

• SMMT are forecasting a 25% fall in new car 
registrations in 2020, as a result of the COVID-19 
coronavirus pandemic.

• The car showroom, the natural purchasing channel 
for buyers, is closed during the virus crisis.

• Likely expansion of online car buying solutions to 
circumnavigate lock down restrictions and make it 
easier and more convenient for customers to buy 
a car online without the need to visit the 
showroom.

Source: SMMT May 2020



COVID-19 to impact car sales more severely than 
damage caused by Brexit uncertainty

• Already reeling from a slump in sales in 2019, 
the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic threatens 
to impact car sales far more severely than the 
damage caused by Brexit uncertainty last year.

• In early April, the Society of Motor 
Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) 
downgraded its interim market outlook for 
2020 to 1.73 million registrations.

• This is 25% lower than the 2.31 million units 
registered in 2019.

Source: SMMT May 2020



Car registrations slump 

• Car registrations slump 44.4% in March as 
COVID-19 crisis hits market

• According to figures published by the SMMT, 
203,370 fewer cars were registered in March 
2020 than in March 2019, 

• The industry was hit by showroom closures to 
contain the spread of the COVID-19 
coronavirus. 

• With the car showroom off limits, the focus has 
turned to online car buying solutions.

Source: SMMT May 2020



Barriers to online car purchasing holding back 
online car sales

While much of the car purchasing process can be done online, very few buyers are prepared to complete the purchase online. 
The car showroom is a crucial touchpoint in the car buying journey, giving buyers the opportunity to test drive before 
purchasing. With consumers being forced to source more of their purchases online, there has never been a more opportune 
time for car dealers to come up with solutions that make it easier and more convenient for customers to buy a car online.

Source: SMMT May 2020



Virtual tours and kerbside delivery make the online car 
buying process easier and more convenient

Over the past month we have seen a number of innovative solutions introduced by car dealers to maximise online car buying 
convenience:

• Seat's Live Showcase service enables customers to speak with a dedicated expert and experience the car they are interested 
in, without having to leave their home.

• Skoda is demonstrating its cars to customers via the digital Skoda Virtual Showroom, which enables prospective buyers to 
receive a live interactive product demonstration from a Skoda product specialist from the comfort and safety of their home.

• Renault UK has opened a Virtual Showroom for potential customers to get up close and personal with its cars while they’re 
stuck at home. Experts on the Virtual Showroom platform at renault.co.uk and dacia.co.uk take them on a live walk round 
selected vehicles. Dacias can be bought end to end fully online via the Dacia Buy Online system – including finance approval 
and home delivery once dealerships have reopened – while Renault and Dacia’s new Remote eSign portal lets the buyer 
complete and sign finance documents remotely. 

• Motorpoint, which has a network of thirteen branches across England, Scotland and Wales, has launched a free home 
delivery service to customers within a 100-mile radius.

• Rockar is piloting a new free Contactless Handover service to ensure cars can be delivered safely and directly to a 
customer’s home.

• BuyCar.co.uk is arranging 'contactless handover' of cars and Carwow and its partner dealers are offering a 'delivery & 
disinfection' service for home test drives and the option to purchase 100% remotely, with the delivery driver dropping the 
necessary documents through the customer's letter box for a contactless buying experience.

Source: Mintel, May 2020



SMMT’s Reasons to #unlockauto



SMMT’s Reasons to #unlockauto



SMMT’s Reasons to #unlockauto



SMMT’s Reasons to #unlockauto



Key Takeaways

The COVID-19 crisis is 
putting pressure on all retail 
businesses, but the pain is 
likely to be more severe for 
those sectors that largely 
rely on face-to-face contact 
such as car retailing. 

With the length of 
disruption caused by 
social distancing car 
dealers need to act fast 
and offer alternative 
car showroom buying 
experiences.

Online car sales have yet 
to gain much traction but 
with COVID-19 fuelling an 
increase in online 
shopping the pandemic 
could be the stimulus to 
boost uptake of online car 
sales.


